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Letter from Child Street
Politics and Habits ofMind

Dear Friends, Families, Students and Staff,

Next week (or soon after) we’ll know who the president of the United States will be, as well as who
will be the Senator of Massachusetts. The views and votes that lead to ballots cast on Election Day are
supercharged. Whether we talk to our children about politics or not, adult conversations, commercials
and posters are all around them, and they are learning from their surroundings.

It’s important for students to learn about and discuss what’s happening in a manner and setting that
allows them to ask questions and form their own opinions. Every election is a part of a child’s life history
and shapes the country, state, city or town. So, how do we educate children at school about candidates,
issues, and elections in an objective way? One way is to focus on the election process. Another way is
way is to teach using the Mission Hill Habits of Mind.

Our Habits of Mind are extraordinarily useful as our guide for
children to reach their own conclusions and to articulate them. That
doesn’t mean that our students are not repeating the things you say
at home, they are. It just means we have an approach to discussing
and thinking things through with each other.
Evidence Fact checkers are having a blast declaring whether

statements are fact or fiction after political debates. We (staff) don’t
want children to believe everything they hear. We want them to ask,
what’s the evidence behind that?
Relevance Our students should consider the issues being debated

in relation to their own lives and beliefs. For example, how might
the different plans to protect the environment affect their lives?
Viewpoint What are the valid points from both sides of a debate

or issue? How might another person benefit or be hurt by an idea or
plan?
Connection The elections connect us all to issues in the state,

country and world that we otherwise may not pay so much attention to. Providing a context of the issues
for students provides many history, math and sociology lessons.
ConjectureWhat if one candidate wins versus another? What might things be like? What if the

political opponents were different? Imagining and discussing ideas fully is our aim with students.
It’s hard to believe that it was four years ago that our school gathered in the library to watch President

Obama’s inauguration. Watching that moment in history was a powerful moment I’ll never forget. After
this year’s election we’ll continue to discuss the process and impressions at school. Students benefit from
the practice of discussing difficult topics and bouncing their ideas off of others.

See you after Election Day.
~Ayla Gavins
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November
Sun. 11/4  Turn clocks
back 1 hour

Tue. 11/6 VOTE!
Mon. 11/12  No School
Veterans Day
Thu. 11/15, 5:45  Family Council
Wed. 11/21, 9:15  Family
Breakfast
Wed. 11/21, 1:30 dismissal
11/22 & Fri. 11/23  No School
Thanksgiving

REMINDERS
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From the Classrooms

poison ivy and stinging nettles,” he
continued. “Be careful,” Cyrus
added. The children entered the
trail, excited by what they might
see. I encouraged them to use their
senses. “Listen to the sounds,” I
shared. “I hear a bird!” Roldani
yelled. I reminded everyone about
quiet voices and quiet feet. “It is
hard to have quiet feet with so
many leaves,” I shared “What will
happen if we are noisy?” I asked. A
chorus of children’s voices
responded, “The animals will run
away.” Right before we entered
the trail I asked the children what
we might see. They guessed fox,
rabbit, leaves, birds, plants, snakes
and more. We examined our
surroundings to see what we might
find. They did an amazing job
slowly walking through the trail.
We turned over logs and rocks to
see what was underneath. We found
slugs, centipedes, and a variety of
bugs I had not seen before. We
were also very lucky to see a rafter
of turkeys a little way off the path.
Our wonderful trip wrapped up
with a visit to the nature nook. The
children “cooked” in the sand area,
explored their waterways, built
with long logs, and explored music.

~Kathy Clunis D'Andrea

Room 107

Oh, lovely mud!
One rainy Friday, 107 was feeling

the jitters of being inside. When we
decided to bring them outside, as
was the K0K2 agreement, they all
seemed confused. While we asked
students to get their jackets for
outside, the clear sentiment written
all over their faces was, “But what
can you do in the rain?” As we

approached the playground, our
students were hesitant. Though
they were attired with rain gear,
heads covered and boots on, they
walked out and examined the
playground as if they were seeing
it for the very first time.

The slides were covered with
raindrops (whose shape they later
wondered about); the sand no
longer left a cloud of dust as they
rode their trucks through but
instead provided a great
opportunity for some good
digging; the wood chips were
soaked; and when the balls and
bats came out, they sat in the bag
for awhile until one student
decided to see whether he really
could play baseball or kick balls
in the rain. In no time, the
playground was full of life.
Students were hitting balls,
playing chase games, singing
rain songs (Rain, Rain go
away…), jumping into puddles
both big and small and having a
good time despite the drops
falling on their heads. As I
brought the bubbles out to the
playground, the question on
many students’ minds was, “Can
you really blow bubbles in the
rain?” “No way!” the majority
passionately stated, “The
raindrops will pop them!” So
what do you think? Ask a
kindergartener for the answer or
try it yourself!

~Jada Brown

& JoAnn Hawkesworth

Room 109

What is a line? The children
had many ideas.
It's like this! holding an arm

3 and 4 year-olds

Room 108

Often times, young children
hear from grownups about what
not to do. “Don’t yell”; “Stop
running”; “Don’t do this, don’t do
that.” In Room 108, we like to
focus on positive directions for
our students. We like to tell them
specifically what to do, rather
than what not to do. That means,
you will hear the teachers say
things such as, “Use a quiet
voice,” as opposed to “No
yelling”. We know that stating
expectations positively and
specifically helps young children
be successful.

Lately, we have been focusing
on all the positive things we can
do with our hands. We read the
book Hands Can by Cheryl Willis
Hudson. In our small groups,
students took some time to think,
talk and draw about their ideas
for what their hands are for. Our
list includes: clapping, hugging,
waving, building, helping,
holding, drawing and saying
“Hi!” Through shaping and
supporting the development of
these positive behaviors, our goal
is that our students will be less
inclined to use their hands to
push, hit or grab.

~Geralyn McLaughlin

& Donna Winder

Kindergarten

Room 106

“You have to stay on the trail,”
Amos cautioned as we started to
enter the Snail Trail at The
Boston Nature Center. “There is
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out very straight
It can be real straight, or zig-

zaggy, or squiggly.

A line is like a stick.

I took out a marker and a piece
of paper, and put a fat dot on the
page, explaining: A line is the

path made by a moving point, or

a dot that went for a walk,
moving the marker across the
page.

A diverse collection of markers
was placed in the center of the
rug and each child was handed an
index card. I wonder what type of

lines you can make with these

markers.

And so began our investigation
of line. Developing an
understanding and vocabulary of
line will inform our learning all
year. There is line everywhere!
Lines make shapes. Lines make
letters. Lines make art. Lines
make up our world. Take a walk
around your home or
neighborhood with your child.
How many types of line do you
see?

~Jenny Goldstein

Grades One & Two

Room 204

The dictionary defines
engagement as “an arrangement
to meet or be present at a
specified time and place”.
Studies show that there is a direct
link between family engagement
and children’s success in school.
At Mission Hill we have a group
of families who are regularly
engaged with school. They come
to Friday Shares, family
nights/breakfasts, meetings,
volunteer to help etc. However,

there is a large population of
families at our school who do not
engage in these activities and I am
very curious as to why!

I am currently enrolled in a
course at Wheelock College that
is looking at family engagement
in schools; Boston Public, in
district pilot, charter and
parochial. In this year long
course, the cohort of 11 schools
represented will work with
families from our respective
schools to look at family
engagement and we will work
together to develop an action plan
to increase the level of
engagement.

Soon, I will be looking for
family members who are willing
to make a commitment to work
together on this project. I am
particularly looking for family
members who currently don’t
engage with school regularly.
Your thoughts and ideas as to why
will be extremely valuable in this
process. Details of where and
when will be forthcoming but
please know that we will make
sure that childcare will be
available if necessary and that the
meeting location will be
convenient for most.

Please contact me for more
information about this project.

You can either send a note to
school or email me at

amichellord@missionhillschool.org.
~Amina Michel-Lord,

& Jenerra Williams

Room 205

The Best Part ofMe: Room 205

children talk about their bodies

in pictures and words.
Continued…

Abidemi: “I like my hands

because they are soft. I like my
fingers, because I can put them
on a table.”
Amber: “The best part of me is
my eyes. They make funny faces.
My eyes help me see everything.”
Janira: “I like my feet when I
run with them. I can walk with
my feet. I can feel stuff with
them, like sand at the beach.”
Jovanni: “My eyes let me see
things and see my mom and they
blink. My eyelashes are furry and
kind of curved.”
Laudys: “The best part of me is
my eyes because I can cross them
and I can see far away, 20 miles
away.”
Richard: “I like my elbows
because they are fun. I can move
them. I rub them on a table and I
can roll them.”
Sofia: “I love my face because it
can hold my eyes and my lovely
smile and nose. My face holds
my scalp which holds my hair.”

~Brenda Lau

Room 217

We have drawn sketches of the
large wooden machine,
considered each part from a
distance and tried to understand
how it might be connected to the
next. Finally, we begin cutting
apples: first we make a tall arch
or tunnel with one hand and then
guide the knife through it to push
down. The stars inside apples, we
notice, are not all the same: one
in a honey crisp apple looks more
like a flower or a snowflake.

When the apple bowl is full the
children empty it into the box at
the top of the machine; when that
box is full they begin to turn the
red metal wheel. It isn’t as easy
as it seemed it would be, and it
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takes the hands of at least two
children at a time to crush the
apples. Watch out! Ifyou stand

too close you’ll get squirted with

juice! The apples fall into the
clothlined barrel below, and we
repeat this process—cut, empty,
turn, crush—several times, until
both large bags of apples are
gone.

After we fold over the cloth
and cover it with the heavy lid,
all hands reach for the handle at
the top of the machine. Slowly
but easily it turns and lowers a
large screw into the barrel… it’s

almost there! Move it over a

little bit!. . . and when it makes
contact, the turning is suddenly
harder. The children groan; they
make room for each other
because they need everyone’s
efforts. They turn and turn, and
here it comes! Drops of apple
cider fall into the waiting bowl!

When the pressing is finished
and cider is poured, the children
wait for everyone to hold a cup
before shouting, “Cheers!”

~Melissa Tonachel

Amy Dolman & Ben Hallas

Grades Three & Four

Room 207
Last week room 207 went to

the Boston Nature Center to
learn about seeds and plants.
Andrew, a naturalist who works
with various classes at Mission
Hill, guided us through the
center during our time there. We
began the field trip by having a
conversation about how plants
grow and what they need to
sustain life. Andrew led this
conversation by asking a student

to volunteer. Tato, a third grader
in room 207 volunteered and
became a stepbystep visual
example of the various aspects of
a plant. Andrew then asked four
or five other students to volunteer
so they could play the role of a
seed from the plant as portrayed
by Tato.

After completing the interactive
discussion on plants and seeds,
the field trip concluded with a
nature walk. During the nature
walk, students observed and
collected various seeds they
found along the way. We will
continue to work with Andrew
and the Boston Nature Center
throughout the year.

Thanks and Gracias,
~Robert Baez

Room 216

In room 216, we continued our
work in theme studies this week
with an exploration of rights and
privileges. We worked together to
define rights and privileges and
the differences between them.
Our class came to the conclusion
that a right is something you
cannot live without; a right is
something you need. We also
concluded that while a privilege
may be important, it is not
something we need; rather it is

something that improves our
lives. As a class we then made a
list of rights and privileges
focused on our daily school
experience. During our list
making, we learned how to
properly conduct a debate. We
had a great debate on whether or
not 'having fun' was a privilege
or a right. We are continuing our
work on rights and privileges as
part of our ongoing class
constitution project.

Also this week, my
supervising teacher, Katie
Elmore from Roanoke College
in Virginia, came to visit
Mission Hill. The school's sense
of community, inclusion of
families and style of teaching
really impressed Katie. She
expressed how wonderful Friday
Share was and how this
promotes such pride in work and
school community. She
explained how Mission Hill
School is one of the best
placements she has seen for her
student teachers and what a great
opportunity this is for me. I
completely agree and look
forward to more great
experiences here at Mission
Hill!

~Erica Switzer

James McGovern & Jessica Watt

Grades Five & Six

Room 210

In connection with our Who

Counts? theme the Cinco Seis'
have been reading a book tilted
Ninth Ward. It takes place in
2005, in a neighborhood in New
Orleans, Louisiana that the the
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book is named after. The main
character is a bright 12 yearold
girl named Lanesha who lives
happily with her step
grandmother, Mama YaYa.
However, 2005 is the year that
Hurricane Katrina hit.

Much of the beginning of the
story starts before the hurricane
and eventually leads right into it.
Before we read the text we had a
discussion about the hurricane
and watched video footage of
both the damage, and the storm
itself. Children were taken aback
by the power of the storm.

This is why we were not
surprised by the comments and
questions that arose during our
first meeting after the most
recent tropical storm, Sandy.
Among other things, they
wanted to compare the paths of
the storms, the different
categories, and the overall
impact.
It has heightened the overall

intest in the text and the nature
of hurricanes as well.

~Nakia Keizer & Kailah Simon

Room 215

Pumpkin guts coming through!
The sixth grade math class has

been working on pumpkin math,
which was an exciting
experience. “Ewww this feels
weird!” said Laneah as she
pulled the pumpkin seeds from a
sugar pumpkin. Small groups of
students each predicted, then
counted the number of seeds in a
sugar pumpkin. Then their group
reviewed concepts from a
previous unit, Prime Time.
Students reviewed addition,
subtraction word problems,

factors, multiples, and prime
factorization. The next day we
enjoyed eating the pumpkin
seeds as a snack.

Here’s what a few other
students said about the class:

“Pumpkin math was more fun
than regular math! —Alexa

“I liked pumpkin math because
we got to take out the seeds and
use our hands to solve math
problems.” —Ali

“It was really fun because I
liked to calculate it. We should
do it again!” —Kianna

~Sarah DeCruz

Grades Seven & Eight

Room 213

Although sometimes helpful, a
realistic context is not always
needed to engage students in
learning math. After school last
Thursday, Siobhan and Yimara
worked at the board in Room
213 for an hour to discover
entries for the Four 4’s contest.
Ahsad also joined in, leaving his
literacy homework long enough
to figure out an expression for
the number 4: (4 – 4)/4 + 4.

The challenge, as described in
a previous column, is to write
expressions that are equal to
each of the numbers from 0
through 100 using four 4’s. As
Siobhan and Yimara worked,
some natural teaching
opportunities arose. One of the
first was the strategic use of
parentheses to direct order of
operations. Yimara even used
nested parentheses to make 80:
((4 x 4) + 4) x 4.

Both girls made use of the fact
that 4/4 equals one. Siobhan
found the number 2: 4/4 + 4/4.

Yimara knew that 4 x 4 = 16. She
found a way to subtract one to make
15 (4 x 4 – 4/4) and to add one to
make 17 (4 x 4 +4/4).

As afterschool time was ending,
Yimara again said, “I really want to
get 100.” And I can’t wait to
introduce square roots, exponents,
and factorials – ideas we’ll need to
use to make all the numbers on our
list.

~Ann Ruggiero

Kendal Schwarz & Laura Nixon

Room 214

no news this week

Hot Topics

After the Hurricane

If your family is in need of
assistance with food or clothing as a
result of Hurricane Sandy, please
contact Courtney Bruno at the
school, at 617.635.6384 or
courtney.bruno@bc.edu.
Courtney’s Corner

Check out Courtney’s Corner for
information on various programs and
resources for you and your family.
Rincón de Courtney

Mira la información que esta fuera
en el “Rincón de Courtney” para
informatión sobre varios programas
y recursos para ti y tu familia.
Brrr!
It’s getting colder out and it’s time to
start thinking about winter clothing.
Please let Courtney know if you
would like assistance in getting
winter gear for your child. She will
have winter coats in the next few
weeks – available to any child
(infants and siblings too) who needs
one. Call, email, or stop by Room
114.
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Parent University

Fall Learning Session 
Saturday, November 17, 2012
8:303:30 @ Northeastern
University in the Curry Student
Center. Parent University is an
opportunity for parents and
caregivers to learn information
about their vital responsibility in
shaping children's lives.
Sessions focus on child
development, what children are
learning in schools, advocacy,
parent leadership and effective
parenting skills. Parent
University is FREE for all BPS
parents. Register online or
contact Courtney in Room 114
for more information.
TRANSPORTATION

COMMUNITYMEETINGS:

“IMPROVING

TRANSPORTATION FOR

OUR STUDENTS”

The Transportation Community
Meetings are an opportunity for
the Transportation Department
to address current issues in
addition to providing real time
resolution to pressing issues or
long term concerns that families
and school staff may be
experiencing with their
transportation services. This
forum will create a space to
brainstorm ideas on how to
improve transportation by
gathering the information and
disseminating it to the larger
community. The Transportation
Department strives to offer
families solutions to their
concerns, develop parent
partners (Parent Advisory
Committee), recruit parents as

monitors and create school
based programs that support
students who walk to school.
Please join us to share your
input at one of our community
meetings listed below.
Wednesday, November 5, 5  7
pm  Maverick Landing
Community Center,
31 Liverpool Street, East Boston
Thursday, November 8, 5 7
pm  Roche Family Community
Center,
1716 Centre Street, West
Roxbury
Saturday, November 10, 10  1
am  Edison K8 School,
60 Glenmont Road, Brighton
Saturday, November 17, 8 2
pm  Parent University Learning
Session,
Northeastern University, Curry
Student Center – 360
Huntington Avenue, Boston
FOR MORE INFORMATION
PLEASE CALL 6176359520
OR EMAIL
SCHOOLBUS@BOSTONPUB
LICSCHOOLS.ORG with the
words COMMUNITY
MEETING in the Subject line.

Mission Hill School

A Boston Public Pilot School

Deborah Meier, Founder
Ayla Gavins, Principal

20 Child Street
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130

617.635.6384 (office)
617.635.6419 (fax)

www.missionhillschool.org




